Nuisance Flood Plan – Monitoring Report
2021 Quarterly Threshold Review
Q1

Q3

Q4

_1_ High Tide
_1_ Heavy Rainfall >1”
_<1’_ Depth
<1 day_ Duration
_avg_ Extent
1/Qtr_ Frequency

_0_ High Tide
_4_ Heavy Rainfall >1”
_1’-2’_ Depth
1+ day_ Duration
_avg_ Extent
4/Qtr_ Frequency

_2_ High Tide
_1_ Heavy Rainfall >1”
_1’-2’+_ Depth
1-3 day_ Duration
_avg_ Extent
4/Qtr_ Frequency

1 NF Event

2 NF Events

4 NF Events

3 NF Events

Frequency
Depth
Duration
Extent

•

Q2

_4_ High Tide
_1_ Heavy Rainfall >1”
_<1’_ Depth
_2 days_ Duration
_avg_ Extent
_1/Qtr_ Frequency

Nuisance Flood Area
(Tidal)
3.7 times per year average
1 foot
One tide cycle (2 to 3 hours)
Area
72 acres
Buildable %
4%
Structures
450

Special Flood Hazard Area (FEMA
100 year storm)
0.1 times per year average
2 to 4+ feet
Multiple tide cycles (1 to 3 days)
Area
1,157 acres
Buildable %
58%
Structures
2,500

Tracking the number of minor flooding days per year, and comparing prior years of data from the tide gauge
provides an important planning tool to identify changing conditions. New community responses may be initiated
when:

 FREQUENCY - Nuisance Flooding exceeds 10 to 12
events per year

2020 Annual
8 events, only 2 events exceed the
Nuisance Flooding threshold (2.3’ NAVD88)
based on tidal influence

 DEPTH - Flood depths during nuisance flooding
Tidal events do not exceed Minor Flooding,
events reach 2 feet deep (moderate flooding) on a
Additional study required for rainfall events
sustained annual basis
 DURATION - Nuisance flood duration regularly
One extended event September 19-23
exceeds one tide cycle
Typical Minor Flooding events only during
 EXTENT - When the extent of local nuisance
this period, Additional study required for
flooding doubles in area, or exceeds 10% of the
area comparison
community buildable area

• When any one or more annual threshold(s) are exceeded, the Nuisance Flood Plan work group will meet to
evaluate the data and community concerns, and will present a report to the Mayor and City Council with
recommendations for action.
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Nuisance Flood Plan – Monitoring Report
2021 Tide Elevations Q4
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Nuisance Flood Plan – Monitoring Report
2021 Rainfall Events Q4

October 2021 Rainfall (50th Street – KMDOCEAN6) 10.30.21 high event 1.14in.

November 2021 Rainfall (50th Street – KMDOCEAN6)

December 2021 Rainfall (50th Street – KMDOCEAN6)
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See attached reports from October 11th and 29th 2021
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November 29, 2021
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Observed Conditions 10.29.21
From: Jeff Orrock - NOAA Federal
Sent: Monday, November 1, 2021 3:46 PM
Subject: Recent Coastal Flood Event
We wanted to take a moment to reach out to all our coastal communities following what was one of the worst tidal
flood events in the past 10 years or more for most locations in the middle and upper Bay. This was also one of our
more widespread flood events with all oceanfront and lower Bay (and tidal river) locations reaching minor to
moderate flood levels.
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Wakefield, VA

Summary of October 28-30, 2021 Coastal Flooding

Weather Forecast Office

Weather.gov > Wakefield, VA > Summary of October 28-30, 2021 Coastal Flooding

Overview

A strong low pressure system that deepened offshore of the northeast US coast during the night of October 27 (and
especially by October 28th) was responsible for sending long-period swell our way that served to increase water levels in
areas adjacent to the Chesapeake Bay (especially the mid and upper bay). This is evidenced by the two large, successive
flood tides that were observed at Cape Henry (which is near the mouth of the bay). Water levels were already above
moderate flood thresholds in many locations adjacent to the bay by the early morning hours of the 29th. Then, another
strong low pressure system slowly approached from the west-southwest during the day on the 29th, while its associated
occluded front approached from the SSW. Moderate to strong easterly winds were observed during the day on the 29th
(ahead of the front), with gusts of 40-50 mph in spots near the coast. These strong easterly winds served to increase tidal
anomalies further, reaching 4ft (or more) above normal in spots near the mid/upper bay by the afternoon of the 29th
(where major flooding was already occurring in multiple locations). However, the worst of the flooding was observed
across the mid/upper bay during the evening high tide cycle on the 29th, as winds were veering to the SSW in the wake of
the occluded front. Despite the fact that astronomical tides were relatively low, water levels during the evening high tide on
10/29 at Cambridge, Bishop's Head, and Crisfield, Maryland were the highest observed since Hurricane Sandy in 2012 (at
Crisfield) and Hurricane Isabel in 2003 (at Cambridge and likely Bishop's Head). In fact, water levels were so high that
the entire village of Lewisetta, Virginia had to be evacuated. In Cambridge, MD, shelters had to be opened for
residents impacted by the extremely high water levels.
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November 7th and 8th 2021
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